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©Tracy L. Chapman & Sew Thankful Inc. December 2011.  All rights reserved. 

Permission to copy and distribute this complimentary pattern at no charge to others, for personal or NON-PROFIT use, for guild and group projects is granted 
provided all copyright information and references to Sew Thankful are kept in tact one each and every pattern copy printed/distributed. Permission is also granted 
to individual crafters (doing their own sewing themselves)  to make reasonable quantities of finished items to sell at individual craft fairs, boutiques, etc.  
 
If quilt or sewing shops wish to share this pattern with their customers, permission is granted provided that a COMPLETE printed copy of this entire pattern with all 
copyright information and all references to www.sewthankful.com  is included along with the finished item at NO CHARGE for the pattern itself other than a 
nominal fee to cover cost of paper and toner. Pattern may be included in a prepared kit that is sold , subject to all the previous requirements. 
 
For any other use, please contact tracy@sewthankful.com to obtain the appropriate permission and/or licensing.   
 
Use of this pattern is voluntary. End user assumes all risk. Neither Tracy L. Chapman nor Sew Thankful Inc. shall have  any liability with respect to loss or damage 
caused directly or indirectly by the information contained in this project.   SEW THANKFUL and the SEW THANKFUL logo are a federally registered 
Trademark/Service Mark of Sew Thankful Inc. 

Sign up for the FREE eNews at www.sewthankful.com for notice of future complimentary projects. 

 

Make your ornament as plain or fancy as you desire. 
Make it plain! You can use a single fabric (all 4 hearts the same color) or go scrappy with all 4 hearts different fabrics.  
Make it fancy! You can make a truly special, customized ornament by using a solid fabric as one side (half) of the 
heart. Use the plain side as your canvas!  Embroider a name, date or special message. Or draw, paint, write, appliqué, 
embellish with beads, buttons, silk ribbon or hand embroidery, or other creative, personal, artful ideas. 

Please read entire pattern carefully all the way through at least once before you cut or sew. 
 
Two Sizes – Finished Measurements: 

• Large - approximately 4.75” high x 5” wide, depending on how full you stuff it 

• Small – approximately 3.5” high x 3.5” wide, depending on how full you stuff it 

 

Materials required for EACH ornament:   
Large 

Light Fabric: 12” x 6”  
Medium to Dark Fabric: 12” x 6” 
Polyfil  or cotton  stuffing such as Sweet Dreams by Quilters Dream 

Batting Scrap: 6” x 6” (thin, flat cotton batting or poly fleece 

preferred) 

Template Plastic  
Ruler or straight edge for marking 
Pencil  
Thread 
Hand needle 
Awl 
Ribbon (silk, organdy, satin, etc.) you can use up to .5” width if 

it is a thin ribbon such as organdy or silk. .25” widths are 
recommended for bulkier ribbons 

Optional: Sew Easy Tweezers or Crochet hook 

Small 
Light Fabric: 9” x 4.5” 
Medium to Dark Fabric: 4.5” x 4.5” 
Polyfil  or cotton  stuffing such as Sweet Dreams by Quilters Dream 

Batting Scrap: 4.5” x 4.5” (thin, flat cotton batting or poly fleece 

preferred) 

Template Plastic and  
Ruler or straight edge for marking 
Pencil 
Thread 
Hand needle 
Awl 
Ribbon (silk, organdy, satin, etc.) you can use up to .5” width if 

it is a thin ribbon such as organdy or silk. .25” widths are 
recommended for bulkier ribbons 

Optional: Sew Easy Tweezers or Crochet hook 
*Note: Depending on the width of fabric, you should be able to get 3 +  Large or 4 + Small ornaments from .25 yard of light + .25 yard of medium to dark fabric . Directional fabrics may yield less. 

You may also choose to make the ornament from a single fabric or from 4 different fabrics for a scrappy look. I recommend making one with contrasting fabrics first so you get a good feel for the 

construction process. 



 

We ask for no money in return for providing this and other complimentary patterns; however, we do hope that if you should have need of threads, sewing 
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Instructions: 
 
1.  Prepare Template – Print out and Trace pattern piece onto template vinyl sheet, cut out. 

• Alternatively, you may simply cut out the paper heart(s) and use as a pin on paper pattern piece to cut around. 

 
2.  Prepare Fabric – make sure it’s clean and nicely pressed. Trace around template plastic heart 

directly onto fabric (this will be your cutting line, your seam allowance is included).  
• OR pin cut out paper heart and carefully cut around. 

 

3. For each ornament--large or small--cut 4 heart-shaped pieces from fabric:  2 hearts from light 
fabric plus 2 from medium to dark contrasting fabric;  then cut 1 heart from batting or poly 
fleece.   

 
4.  Cut the bottom .25” tip off of the batting/poly fleece heart (this will reduce bulk in the finished project). 

 

 

 
5.  On wrong side of light colored hearts, line up your ruler and gently mark the vertical center of 

the hearts.   
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6.  Choose 1 light colored heart and mark the “leave open” lines, as shown on the pattern piece. 

 
 

7. Lay 1 light fabric heart + 1 dark fabric heart on top of each other, right sides together.  Repeat 
with other pair. 

 
8. With light heart on top (pair with no “leave open” lines), stitch on the marked pencil line from 
center top to center bottom, securing threads at each end by backstitching or tying off. 

 
9. With light heart on top, stitch second pair of hearts (the pair with the “leave open” lines), 

starting at center top and going to the top of the “opening” line. Secure beginning & ending 
threads.  Move to the bottom of the “opening” line and stitch to the bottom point of the heart, 
securing beginning and ending threads. 

 
10. Press both pairs flat.  

 
11. Open hearts so that the wrong sides of each fabric fold back on themselves (see image below).  

Press well. 
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12.  Stack units as follows: 

 
1. Batting or poly fleece heart – bottom layer 

2. Heart with no opening – right side up (facing you) – middle layer 
3. Heart with opening – wrong side up (facing you) – top layer, and it should be the reverse 

construction of the middle layer, so light fabric is on dark and dark fabric is on light. 

 
Stitch the stacked units together using a .25” seam allowance, all the way around the 

perimeter. 
 

13. Carefully clip bottom point of heart and top curves around to the top center point, be very 
careful not to get too close to the stitching lines.  

 

 
14. Turn right side out, through the opening on the top heart. 
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15. Use awl WITH PLASTIC COVER ON (do NOT expose the metal point) to smooth out the seam 
allowance from inside the heart. Press it firmly all along the inside of the seam line. 

 

 
 
16. Stuff as lightly or as full as desired with polyfil or cotton stuffing. 

 
 
17. By hand, blind stitch the small opening closed. 
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18. Approximately .25” from top center of heart, use awl to poke a hole for ribbon. 

 
 

19. Insert ribbon as shown in images below. TIP: Use Sew Easy Tweezers or a small crochet hook 
for help in pulling the ribbon through if necessary. Tie ribbon tails in a knot. Insert knotted end 
through loop and pull tight. 

   
 

  
 

Congratulations on making a beautiful ornament or pincushion. 

 


